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ABSTRACT

A maiden attempt is made to develop an
algorithm based on classical coordination equations
for optimal reactive power dispatch inorder to
make it most challenging to other existing
algorithms for real-time application. A set of new
loss formulae for both active and reactive power
losses are proposed. An innovative approach
considering the concept of fictitious reactive
powers is used for modelling on-load tap
changing (OLTC) transformers. A maiden attempt is
made to consider constraints on bus voltages very
effectively by expressing the bus voltages in
terms of reactive power generations through
distribution factors, which are elegantly developed
from an already available load flow information
using a perturbation technique. The proposed
model based on classical coordination equations is
tested on IEEE 14 and 30 bus test systems and the
results are compared with those obtained by more
rigorous methods.

1. INTRODUCTION

An optimal power flow problem generally deals
with the optimization of both active and reactive
powers. While the active power optimization known
as Economic Load Dispatch (ELD) pertains to optimum
generation scheduling of available generators in a
power system to minimize the cost of generation
subject to system constraints, the reactive power
optimization on the other hand may be defined as
the minimization of system real power transmission
loss by controlling bus voltages, transformer tap
settings and switchable shunt capacitors/reactors
within the limits specified. In a large power
system reactive power requirement of large number
of inductive loads is to be satisfied from
available reactive power resources including OLTC
transformers. Scheduling of reactive power in an
optimum manner reduces circulating VAR, thereby
promoting flatter voltage profile which leads to
appreciable MW saving on account of reduced system
losses. Hence, the optimal reactive power
dispatch assumes extremely important functioning
both in planning stage as well as in day to day
operation of the power system. Several
optimization techniques such as classical, Linear
programming (LP), Non-linear programming (NLP),
Quadratic programming (QP) and Goal programming
(GP) methods are in vogue for solving real and/or
reactive power dispatch problem. Out of all these
techniques classical technique is the simplest and
fastest and requires least memory. However, it
suffers from the inability of handling the system
constraints effectively and hence, has limited
applications. Classical method based on
coordination equations for economic load dispatch
(ELD) has been well established [1]. Literature
survey, indicates that unfortunately, no serious
attempt has been made to explore the feasibility of

applying classical technique to optimal reactive
power dispatch (ORPD). This motivates to
investigate the feasibility of application of
classical technique to ORPD problem and its ability
to effectively handle the relevant system
constraints so that it can convincingly relegate
the other more involved mathematical programming
techniques to the background and prove to be the
most promising technique for on—line applications.

In this paper, a maiden attempt is made to
develop relevant models based on classical
coordination equations to solve optimal reactive
power dispatch problem considering constraints on
on-load tap changing (OLTC) transformers,
constraints on voltage-magnitude (|V|) at load
buses, inequality constraints on reactive power
sources and system equality constraints inorder to
minimize the total system real power loss.

The approach [ 2 ] using the concept of
fictitious reactive power injection is used to
model the OLTC transformer with its operating
constraints.

A set of loss formulae for describing the
active and reactive power loss required in
coordination equations is proposed and the loss
coefficients generated extremely elegantly from a
base load flow information using a perturbation
technique [3]. Generation of such loss formulae is
quite fast and simple as compared to obtaining the
generalized loss formulae [4] or loss formulae
based on B-coefficients [ 1 ] which are quite
involved and time consuming.

The voltage magnitude constraints on load
buses are accounted for in the classical model in a
novel manner by invoking a search area technique
and expressing bus voltages in terms of reactive
power generations (inclusive of fictitious reactive
power sources on account of OLTC transformers)
using distribution factors. An innovative approach
for obtaining the set of distribution factors for
bus voltages has been demonstrated, whereby these
factors are elegantly evaluated from an already
available load flow information using a
perturbation technique.

The proposed algorithm based on classical
coordination equations for optimal reactive power
dispatch with due consideration to constraints Oii
reactive power generations, OLTC transformer taps
and on load bus voltage magnitudes etc. is tested
on IEEE 14 and 30 bus test systems and the results
are compared with those obtained by a rigorous
method based on quadratic programming technique
[Jfc,. The results obtained show a tremendous
promise for practical application of the proposed
novel algorithm for optimal reactive power
dispatch on a real time basis.

2.0 REACTIVE POWER OPTIMIZATION WITHOUT OLTC

AND LOAD BUS VOLTAGE CONSTRAINTS :

2.1 Problem Formulation
The objective is to minimize the total system
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transmission loss PT subject to :
L NQ

1) Equality constraints £_ (QG ) - Qn - QT =0 and
j=l J (1)

2) Inequality constraints QG1"1"^ QG . < QG"!?X ;
j=l,NQ J — J— J (2)

where •
QG . = total reactive power generation at jth bus
Qp = total reactive power demand
QL = total reactive power loss

NQ = total number of buses having reactive power
source

Using the method of Lagrangian multiplier, the
augmented objective function for total real power
loss P^, in view of equality constraints can be
expressed as:

t NQ -I

Z(QG)-Q L-0J (3)
j=l J J

where ^ is the Lagrangian multiplier. For minimum
£, the necessary conditions to be satisfied are ;

30/aOGj = 0 ; j = l.NQ (4)
0 (5)

NQ

and

r NQ -i
Equation (5) gives £_ (QG..) - QD - QL =0

which is nothing but the reactive power balance
equation itself defined in equation (1).

Condition 3/ZtydQG. = 0 gives :

i.e.

(6)

(7)
Jj

Equation (7) may be called as exact
coordination equations for optimum reactive power
dispatch similar in form to well known coordination
equations for economic load dispatch. In equation
(7) the expressions for real power loss P, and
reactive power loss Q, are needed as a function of
the problem variables (QGs). P. and Q, are
considered in the form of :

PL =

r NG
(D.PG2

NQ -,z

+ Zl(BjQGj) (8)

)] (9

and

(E.QG2

Where
NG = total no. of buses having real power source.
A. ,B., D. and E. are the loss coefficients.

These ^are evaluated using a perturbation technique
discussed in reference [3]. Substituting the
expressions for P. and QT in equation (7) we get :

TNG ^NQ L -.
2Bj|_r(AiPGi) + ^(BjQGj)j+^(2EJQGj) = ^

Equation (10) forms a set of coordination
equations for reactive power optimization. The
solution of equation(lO) gives optimal set of QGs,
while satisfying the system constraints given by
equation (1) and (2). The convergence of the
solution is dependent on prudent selection of X•
Gauss - Seidel technique is used for solving
equation (10) which reduces to the form ;

QG,

Where r = l,..j...,NQ

i = 1,NG
j = l.NQ
J # i

(11)

k = number of iterations.
The application of the algorithm for reactive

power optimization in the form of equation (11) is
new and pioneering.

2.2 COMPUTATIONAL STEPS

The computational steps for solving optimal
reactive power dispatch problem using classical
method based on coordination equations (eqn. 11)
are as following.
Step-l:Read system^ data, real power generations

(EGs) as per apriori worked out economic
load dispatch, limits on reactive power
generations etc.

Step-2:Specifying the given real power generations
in step-1, run a- Newton-Raphson load flow,
flow, henceforth called the base load flow

(BLF).
Step-3:Compute the loss coefficients by the

perturbation technique [3] from the load
flow solution obtained in Step-2.

Step-4:Solve equation (11) to compute optimum
reactive power generations as given in the
following substeps.

(1) Find the initial estimate of ~\ as the
average of ]V ; j = 1,NQ, using eqn (7).
PT and Q. are computed using formulations
given in equations (8) and (9)
respectively. Initial value of PGS and
QG are taken from BLF.

(2) Solve the coordination equations (11) to
Sfind . outmm QGS

QG m l n < q G < Q G B a x using
technique. After convergi:

compute Q
e q 4=1

satisfying
Gauss-Seidel

erging on QGs,

• " i Q e ' q ^

go to substep 6. If Q is +ve go to
substep3, if -ve go to substep 4.

(3) Store ~\ as ~)\ and decrement .A by a small
amount ^^ and go to substep2. Repeat
this process till Q is -ve. Store the
corresponding ~\ as "X and go to substep 5.

(4) Store "^ as "X" and increment^ by a small
amount ̂ 'Xand go to substep2. Repeat till
Q is +ve store this value of "> as ~X+ ani

go to substeg 5.
(5) Use "X and X as upper and lower bounds of

X respectively and solve of optimal
QGs such that | Q I ^z 0~ using
Regula-Falsi technique [5]. This
technique ensures minimum number of
iterations to get optimum ~X and optimal
QGs.

(6) Update QGs.
Step-5:Specifying optimal reactive power

generations (QGs) and given PGs at
respective source buses run a final load
flow to obtain necessary results like system
losses, voltages etc.

2.3 SYSTEM STUDIES
The proposed novel algorithm based on

coordination equations is tested on IEEE 14 and 30
bus test systems. Convergence criteria of 0.0001
p.u. on power mismatch in load flow solution, 0.001
p.u. on power balance residual|Q I and 0.001 p.u.
on convergence of reactiv power generations in
Gauss-Seidel technique are considered. For
generating loss coefficients, a perturbation of 1%
of real and reactive power generations, one at a
time, is considered. The loss coefficients once
evaluated are kept constant throughout the process
of optmization.

Results reveal (Tables 1 and 2) that the
voltage profile is suitably modified and system
loss is significantly reduced in the optimum case
as compared to the base case. The figure for
transmission losses obtained by the proposed new
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technique are found to be comparable to those
obtained by Nanda et al [2] using QP method.

3.0 REACTIVE POWER OPTIMIZATION CONSIDERING OLTC
AND VOLTAGE CONSTRAINTS

3.1 Limits on Transformer Taps

The changes in transformer tap settings
mainly affect the voltage profile which in turn
depend on reactive power injections. The reactive
power injection at all the buses having OLTC
transformers can be evaluated by considering
fictitious Q-sources at these buses (each
fictitious Q-source representing the effect of OLTC
setting of one transformer) [2].

Consider i transformer connected between
buses j and k having a series admittance jB
and negligible shunt admittance (Fig. 1).
OLTC is provided between a fictitious internal bus
j' and j which controls the voltage at bus-k.
Consider a fictitious generator (Q-source)
injection at bus k to reflect necessary change in
transformer tap settings from a. ' to a. n .

The approximate upper and lower limits on
fictitious Q-injection QG. . afB\ found, from
reference [2] by substituting a^ ' by a.mln and
a^max respectively and assuming the voltages at
bus j and k remaining constant at their base
values i.e.

< Cos(£. -S )
J(127

min seri

i
-a;5ax>

BseriCos(Sj(-3i

3.2 CONSIDERATION OF VOLTAGE CONSTRAINTS

Optimal power flow must ensure that voltage
levels at all load buses remain within acceptable
limits. Literature survey shows that
optimization techniques so far used generally
require repetitive load flow solutions during the
course of optimization procedure to account for
voltage magnitude constraints which is quite time
consuming and thus unsuitable for real time
applications. In this paper a maiden attempt is
made to successfully account for the voltage
constraints in the algorithm. The bus voltages are
therefore expressed in terms of reactive power
generations (including fictitious Q-sources due to
OLTC transformers wherever present) through
distribution factors. These distribution factors
are very elegantly generated from an already
available load flow information using a
perturbation technique.
Let the bus voltage at i bus be expressed as :

Vi = Vs + ; i = l.NPQ (14)

DF.J. are the distribution factors for i bus
J voltage.

NQT= total number of buses having reactive
power sources including the ones for the
fictitious Q-sources due to presence of
OLTC transformers.

NPQ = total number of load buses.
Vg = slack bus voltage

For every load bus i (total number of load
buses = NPQ ) there will be NQT number of
distribution factors.

Evaluation of Voltage Distribution Factors (DF. .)

From base load flow, slack bus real and reactive

power PGJ , QGj , system voltage profile tV(0)]
are already known. Using formulation (14) let the

i1" bus voltage be expressed as:

i0>= Vs + <DFil

D F

D F i2 - + DFi

' o r+ DFiNQT

+ DFirQG(
0)

 + ...+ DFiNQTQGgT) (16)

To evaluate NQT number of distribution factors
for the i bus another (NQT-1) equations similar
to equation (16) are required. These additional
equations are achieved through a perturbation
technique from the available base case load flow as
follows :

For a known perturbation ^ Q 2 at bus 2,
keeping P , Q conditions fixed at all other buses

l k b
'

except
power
[V ].
generations can be expressed as:

ndi
slack, let the change in slack bus, g

p AQi ' and new vector of bus voltage be
[V ]. then, the new set of reactive power

r(0).G o(2) (2) (2)_ (0)

j = 3 r NQT (17)
Superscript (2) indicates perturbation at bus 2.

With the new voltage vector [v' '], another
equation for the i bus similar to equation (16)
can be written as :

(DF±
± 1

DFiiNQT
or :

V8) =

(18)

If the NR method in cartesian coordinates is
used for load flow solution, in the last
iteration of LF solution, the effect of bus
power perturbation on slack bus power and bus
voltages can be found as follows:

The static load flow equations after
linearization can be written in the form;

AP,

APN

<2Nxl)

f N

(2Nx2N)

Af

Where Pg

(2Nxl)

are real and reactive bus
are real and reactive parts

g and Q
powers and e and f
of bus voltagls.

In the last iteration of LF solution the two
column vectors approach a prespecified tolgrance
(close to zero) and jacobian matrix [J ] is
completely known.

With bus-1 as slack bus, the reactive power at
bus-2 is perturbed by a small known amount A QT.
keeping the P,Q conditions same for all the buses
(except at slack) equation (19) can be written as :

£AP1O...OAQ1AQ2-

[ * J [ T (20)
-O~JT =

Since bus-1 is slack,Aei andA.fi are zero. Hence
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we can delete the row and column corresponding to
slack bus from equation (20). Then,

T

1)

Equation (28) can be written in the compact form as

Equation (21) can be written in compact form as:

T T _ r Ti r A. ™iT

[o.^OAQ^.o]1

i (21)

[ A S ] 1 = [J] [AV]1 (22)

Where [AS] = [ O...OAQ2...O ],

[AV] = [ A e 2 . . . A e N Af 2 - - -Af N ] and

[J] is the usual (2N-2)X(2N-*2) jacobian
matrix used in NR load flow.

The voltage correction vector [AV] can be obtained

[AV] T = [J]"1 [AS] T (23)

[J]~ is available from the base-case load
flow, [ ̂ S ] is known and hence [ A V ] can be
calculated. Computation of [AV] is trivial since
there is only one nonzero element in [ A S ]
corresponding to the known perturbation ^ Q o , and
hence only corresponding column of [J] needs
to be multiplied with AQ~ to evaluate. [A V]. The
new vector of bus voltage [V^ '] due to
perturbation at bus 2 by A Q 2 can be computed as :

[ (24)

Knowing [AV] the change in slack bus power can be
easily computed by making use of equation (19) as:

(2) 3Ql
AQl

L««i ^ e H <jfo atK _
(25)

Thus for a reactive power perturbation at
bus-2, the change in slack, bus power AQ, *• ' and new
bus voltage vector [V* '] are obtained using
equations (25) and (24) respectively.

Similarly, for a known perturbation at other
Q-source buses (i.e. at bus 3, 4, ... , NQT) ,
considered one at a time, additional (NQT-2)
equations similar to equation (16) are generated.
For example with A Q r perturbation at r bus, let
A Q , . .be the change in slack bus reactive power
and [V*- ' ] be the new vector of bus voltages, then,
the new set of reactive power generations can be
expressed as :

G<"* QG<°>

j = 2,..,NQT ; j # r (26) ; also

"iT- V8) (DF
±1

+DFirQG<
ri... (27)

NQT number of equations similar to equations
(16),(18) and (27) are arranged in matrix form as :

!,(0)

;,(r)

QG
(0)

QG
(0)

• QGr - r ( 0 )
G DFil

DFiN

(28)

[AV ±] = [Q] [DFJ and hence

[DFi] = [Q]"1 [AV i]; i = l.NPQ (29)

Once [Q] and [ A v
i ] are known, [DFi] is evaluated.

The solution of equation (29) provides all
NQT number of distribution factors for the i bus

It may be mentioned here that each bus voltage
computation requires NQT number of distribution
factors and for NPO; no. of load buses total nos. of
DFs required to be evaluated become (NQTxNPQ).
These (NQTxNPQ) number of distribution factors
are, however, computed by considering the base
load flow solution and performing (NQT-1)
perturbations on the ~ last iteration of the
available base load flow solution, and solving
simultaneously only ~NQT number of linear equations
of the form of (16) for each of the NPQ load
buses. The total computational involvement for
evaluating NQTxNPQ number of distribution factors
is rather modest, requiring mainly the computation
of inverse of a [Q] matrix in equation (28) of
size (NQTxNQT) only once, which is stored and used
Tor other buses. Equations similar to (16) are
formulated for each of the JfPQ load buses for which
[Q] remains the same and, the distribution
factors for each of these buses are evaluated by
premultiplying the available [Q]~ to a corre-
sponding [ AV] for each bus.

Bus voltages during reactive power
optimization are computed using these distribution
factors with the help of eqn (14) which compare
very closely to the voltages obtained from optimal
power flow solution. As an example for the IEEE 14
bus system the voltages computed from distribution
factors and from optimal load flow solution are
provided in Table 3 for the sake of comparision.
3.4 PROBLEM FORMULATION WITH OLTC AND VOLTAGE

CONSTRAINTS

The objective is to minimize the total system
transmission loss PT subject to :

L NQT
1) Equality constraint ; 5_(QG.) - Or, - Q, =0and

> 1 J (30)
2) Inequality constraints ;

(i)

ii)

j-l.NQ

l.NT

(iii) Vf n< Vk < Vf
X; k = l.NPQ

(31)

(32)

(33)

Equation (10) provides coordination equations
for reactive power optimization without considering
OLTC and voltage constraints. Inorder to consider
OLTC in the model, let us denote Na as the total
number of buses having fictitious reactive power
sources due to OLTC representation and NQ denotes
the total number of buses having reactive power
sources. The total number of buses having reactive
power sources inclusive of the fictitious Q sources
would be

NQT = NQ + Na (34)
Following the procedure for the development of
algorithm in Section 2.1, the algorithm for
reactive power optimization considering OLTC is

QGr
[2B 2 + 2>E

r r

u . ! NG

= 1>Q
# i,NT

(35)Where r = l,..j...,NQT
k = number of iterations.
Equation (35) can be solved by G=;ut>3-Seidel

technique. It is the same as equation (11) except
that NQ is substituted in eqn. (11) by NQT in (35).

The exact coordination equations given by
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eqn.(35) considering OLTC but without voltage
constraints are first solved to obtain an initial
set of optimal QGs satisfying the power balance
equality constraint and inequality constraints on
QGs. With this initial optimal set of QGs load bus
voltages are computed using equation (14) and
checked for their limit violation. If the limits
are violated then a suboptimal set of QGs can be
found considering a search domain around actual
optimal by considering the following procedure.

£-, j-1, NQT

0

(36) and

(37)

the reactive power
£ ( £ # 0) gives

a set of QGs which can be called Jsuboptimal in the
search area £ whereas dj^/5QG. = 0 provides the
absolute optimal solution.

Now, the Condition 3^/dQG. = £ gives :

Observe 3<^ /^5l = 0 satisfies
balance equation, while

; j

£)

l.NQT

1, NQT (38)

The set of equations (38) can be referred to
as augmented coordination equations for reactive
power optimization. The solution of equations (38)
gives optimal reactive power generations (QGs).
Convergence of the solution is dependent on prudent
selection of 'X . Gauss- Seidel technique is used
for solving equations (38) which reduces to the
form :

i = 1, NG
j = l.NQT
j # i

(39)Where r l,..j...,NQT
number of iterations.

For a given value of £ , "X is changed so that
the set of QGs obtained from the solution of
equation (39) satisfies the reactive power balance
equation as well as the constraints on
Q-generations. With this set of QGs load bus
voltages are computed using equation (14) and
checked for their limits. If the limits are not
satisfied change £ to £ + £ £ .

3.5 COMPUTATIONAL STEPS

The computational steps for solving optimal
reactive power dispatch problem considering OLTC
and voltage constraints are the following:
STEPl:Read system data, real power generations

(PGs), limits on reactive power generations,
limits on transformer taps, and limits on
load bus voltages.

STEP2:Specifying the given real power generations
(PGs) in Step-1, run a NR load flow,
henceforth called the base load flow (BLF).

STEP3:Compute the loss coefficients using
perturbation technique [3] and voltage
distribution factors as explained in section
3.3.

STEP4:Compute limits on fictitious reactive power
sources at buses controlled by OLTC
transformers using equations (12) and (13).

STEP5:Initialize £ = 0.
STEP6:Solve equation (39) to compute optimum

reactive power generations as given in the
following substeps.

(1) Find initial estimate of ~}\ as the average
of X; j = 1,NQT using equation (7).

(2) Solve the augmented coordination equations
(39) to find QGs while satisfying QG . J £
QG . <- QG .max, using Gauss-Seidel technique.
Aftier converging on QGs, compute

NQT

Q = (Z (QG,)-QL-QD]. If I Qe I < o-
H j=l J 4

go to substep 4, else go to substep 3.
(3) Depending on the sign of Q , update?l= ^£ ̂ 4A

as discussed in Section 2.3. Find upper and
lower bounds of P\ and solve for optimal QGs
such that IQ I < n— using Regula - Falsi

technique [5 ]. eq ' ~
(4) Update QGs.

STEP7:Compute the load bus voltages using
distribution factors and the optimum QGs
obtained in Step-6. Check for their limits.
If limits are satisfied (i.e. V. m i n^ V.<
Vi

max) go to step-8, else change £as £ I at.
, to change the search domain for QGs and

go to Step-6.
STEP8:From the optimum QGs in Step-6, identify the

QGs for the OLTC representations and hence
compute the optimum tap settings for all the
OLTC transformers as given in ref [2].

STEP9:Specifying given PGs, optimal QGs and optimum
tap settings for the OLTC transformers run a
final load flow called the optimal power
flow. Obtain slack bus generations, real and
reactive power losses and system voltage
profile etc.

3.6 SYSTEM STUDIES

The proposed algorithm based on coordination
equations considering OLTC and voltage constraints
is tested on IEEE 14 and 30 bus test systems. The
upper and lower limits for load bus voltages are
taken as 1.05 and 0.95 p.u. for the 14 bus and 1.04
and 0.96 for the 30 bus systems. Such limits are
purposely chosen to demonstrate how some load bus
voltages violate these limits when reactive powers
are optimized without OLTC and load bus voltage
constraints, but remain within limits when reactive
powers are optimized with OLTC and load bus voltage
constraints. For OLTC transformers, the limits on
tap settings are taken as +_ 10% from the nominal
tap settings. Convergence criterion of 0.001 p.u.
on bus voltage inequalities is considered. Other
convergence criteria remain same as in Section 2.3.
The loss coefficients for P. and
distribution factors evaluated
perturbation technique are kept constant
throughout the process of optimization.

Table 1 and 2 provide detail results for
reactive power optimization with and without OLTC
and load bus voltage (IVl) constraints for IEEE 14
and 30 bus systems respectively. It is seen that
while optimizing Q without OLTC and I VI
constraints load bus nos. 6,7,11 and 12 violate
their upper limits while in 30 bus system the load
bus nos. 7, 8, 9 and 16 violate their upper limits.
However, optimizing Q with OLTC and 1 VJ
constraints, the voltage profiles achieved do not
show any violation of voltage limits. For both the
systems the real power loss with the constraints is
obtained to be somewhat more than the corresponding
value without the constraints.

3.7 CONCLUSIONS

Following are the significant contributions
(1) A maiden attempt is made to successfully apply

classical technique based on coordination
equations to optimum reactive power dispatch
problem with OLTC and load bus voltage
constraints.

(2) An innovative approach to express load bus
voltage as a function of reactive power
generations (QGs) is proposed. The

d QT and voltage
from BLF using
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distribution factors are generated efficiently
and elegantly from an available BLF
information using a perturbation technique.

(3) Mathematical model for considering OLTC tap
settings in the classical coordination
equations for optimal reactive power dispatch
problem is proposed.

Table l(a) Optimal Reactive Power Dispatch Results
for IEEE -14 Bus System

Base case Optimum Q
as per without OLTC and
data given lv|constraints

Optimum Q
with OLTC and
lV| constraints

PG.(MW)
PG,(MW)
PG^(MW)
QG^(MVAR)
OG,(MVAR)
QG^MVAR)

OG,(MVAR)
QG^(MVAR)
Tr?Taps
tj pu
to Pu

t 3* pu
PLoss ( M W )

210.661
40.000
20.000
-14.328
36.504
7.631

22.091
17.294

0.978
0.962
0.932
11.661

Q S s ( M V A R ) - 4 - 3 0 8

159.660
68.400
40.050
-4.618
20.728
3.872

20.793
17.375

0.978
0.962
0.932
9.110

-15.350

159.712
68.400
40.050
-3.401
22.881
3.423

23.473
9.154

0.97788
0.96631
0.93200
9.163

-14.970

* The controlled bus (no.3) is a generator bus also.

Table l(b): Optimum Voltage Profile for IEEE -14
Bus System

Base case Optimum Q Optimum Q
Bus as per without OLTC and with OLTC and
no. data given |V|constraints |V| constraints

W-buses

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

1.060
1.045
1.070
1.010
1.090
1.050
1.062
1.023
1.021
1.050
1.056
1.055
1.050
1.035

1.060
1.045
1.070
1.010
1.090
1.054
1.062
1.026
1.023
1.048
1.055
1.055
1.050
1.034

1.060
1.045
1.062
1.010
1.063
1.042
1.048
1.023
1.019
1.037
1.046
1.047
1.041
1.023

Table 2(a): Optimal Reactive Power
for IEEE -30 Bus System

Base case
as per
data given

PG.(MW) 238.483
PG,(MW) 40.000
PG^(MW) 20.000
QG,(MVAR) -18.104
QG,(MVAR) 50.036
QG^(MVAR) 26.367
QG^(MVAR) 16.549
QG5(MVAR) 34.955
QG,(MVAR) 17.009
Tr?Taps(pu)
t, 0.978
t, 0.969
t, 0.962
tf 0.968
P, (MW) 15.084
Qloss ( M V A R ) °-936

Optimum Q
without OLTC and
|V|constraints

164.566
74.000
55.000
-2.260
30.026
15.080
16.930
33.502
17.370

0.978
0.969
0.962
0.968
10.166

-15.552

Dispatch Results

Optimum Q
with OLTC and
\V| constraints

164.727
74.000
50.000
-0.182
37.267
14.725
8.344
36.922
14.637

0.97791
0.96662
0.96200
0.96768
10.327

-14.485

Table 2(b): Optimum Voltage Profile for IEEE -30
Bus System

Base case Optimum Q Optimum Q
Bus as per without OLTC and with OLTC and
no. data given |V(constraints |V| constraints

1.060
1.045
1.011
1.085
1.009
1.074
1.053
1.045
051
025
019
004
014

1.037

1.033
1.041
1.039
1.025
1.024
1.028
1.033
1.033
1.024
1.024
1.018
1.001
1.027
1.009
1.005
0.994

.060

.045

.005

.052

.009

.057

.035
1.030
1.038
1.016
1.013
1.000
1.007
1.023

1.011
1.027
1.024
1.011
1.009
1.014
1.018
1.018
1.010
1.007
1.007
0.989
1.022
1.003
0.996
0.984

Table 3: Bus voltages computed from Distribution
Factors (DFs) and optimal load flow for
IEEE 14 Bus System

bus nos. from DFs from Load Flow

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

1.047
1.064
1.015
1.066
1.045
1.051
1.026
1.023.
1.041
1.049
1.050
1.044
1.027

1.045
1.062
1.010
1.063
1.042
1.048
1.023
1.019
1.037
1.046
1.047
1.041
1.023

F I G ; I - Representation of an OLTC Transformer"
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